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ABSTRACT 
Let [F be C or [w. A finite-dimensional linear time-invariant system is described in 
state-space form by 
1=Ar+Bu, y=Cx+ Du, 
and is identified with the matrix 4-tuple (A, B,C, D>, where x E [F”, u E [F”‘, y E [Fr’, 
and A, B,C, p are matrices of appropriate sizes and with entries in iF, For fixed 
n, m, p, let & be the linear space of all systems (A, B, C, D). Equivalence relations 
- can be defined on JZ based on the possibility of changes of basis in the state 
space, the input space, or the output space, and the possibility of state feedback 
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and/or output feedback. We characterize those nonsingular linear operators I$ on JZ? 
that satisfy 
4(X> -dw whenever X _ Y 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let lFmx” be the linear space of all m X n matrices over [F, where [F is the 
complex field C or the real field [w. Finite-dimensional linear time-hariant 
systems are described in state-space form by 
i=Ax+Bu, y=Cx+ Du, (1.1) 
where A E [F”‘“, B E [FnXm, C E PXn, D E [Fpx”‘. The state-space represen- 
tation originated by Kalman [9] (see also [lo]) has attracted widespread 
research interest in the last 30 years or so, and continues to be one of the 
main modes of studying systems in mathematics and engineering (see any 
book on linear systems theory, e.g., [B, 141). By this representation, one 
can identify such systems with ordered matrix 4-triples (A, B,C, D> E JZ, 
where JZ= (FnXnXIFnX”’ XFpx” X(Fpx”‘. Two systems (A, B,C, D) and 
(A’, B’, C’, 0’) are equivalent if 
(A’,B’,C’,D’)=(SAS-‘,SBR,TCS-‘,TDR) 
for some nonsingular matrices S E IFnX”, R E ffmXm, T E lFpx”. Physically, 
this means that the system (A’, B’, C’, 0’) can be obtained from (A, B, C, D) 
by changes of bases in the state space, input space, and output space. 
For different reasons, one may consider other equivalence relations and 
matrix spaces that are useful in system theory. For example, consider the 
relaticn - on [F”‘” X(Fnx” defined by (A’, B’l-(A, B) if (A’, B’)= 
@AS-‘, SBR) for some nonsingular S and R, or consider the relation - on 
lFnx” X [FpXn defined by (A’, C’) - (A, C) if (A’, C’) = (SAS-‘, TCS-‘) for 
some nonsingular S and T, etc. Perhaps the most general form is the output 
feedback equivalence - defined on JZ by (A’, B’, C’, 0’) N (A, B, C, D) if 
(1.2) 
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for some nonsingular matrices S, R, T and rectangular matrices F E [F’“x”, 
G E (FnXJ’. In the sequel we shall use interchangeably the ordered 4-tuple 
notation (A, B, C, D) and the 2 X 2 block matrix 
A B 
[ 1 C D' 
The set of all ordered 4-tuples (A, B, C, D) E [Fnx” X [FnX’n X [Fpxn X [Fpx’n 
(with fixed dimensions n, m, p) will be denoted by J and will be considered 
(in the standard way) a linear space over IF. 
Suppose - is an equivalence relation on &. We say that a linear 
operator 4 : k + JZ preserves -, or 4 is a linear preserver of -, if 
4(X) -4(y) whenever X - Y. 
We emphasize that a priori 4(X) - 4(Y) need not imply X - Y for a linear 
preserver 4 of -. However, it turns out that if 4 is nonsingular this 
implication does hold, which is a theorem (see Theorem 8.1 in Section 8). 
The purpose of this paper is to study those linear operators that preserve 
certain equivalence relations originating from system theory. To put several 
such equivalence relations in one framework, we introduce the following 
notation. Let ZL; = (w,, w2, ws, w,) be an ordered 4-tuple of numbers where 
each wi is 0 or 1 (thus, the set of all possible w’s has exactly 16 elements). 
Define the equivalence relation -U on & by the formula (1.21, where it is 
assumed that G = 0 if wi = 0, T = I if wa = 0, F = 0 if ws = 0, and R = 1 if 
wq = 0, but otherwise S, R, T are any nonsingular matrices and F, G are any 
matrices of suitable sizes. The physical meaning of w is that the situations of 
wi = I, wa = 1, ws = 1, and wq = 1 correspond to the possibility of output 
feedback, change of basis in output space, state feedback, and change of basis 
in input space, respectively. For example, the output feedback equivalence is 
obtained when all four “switches” wi, wa, ws, wq are equal to 1. 
The following notation is used throughout the paper. At stands for the 
transpose of a matrix A. trA denotes the trace of a square matrix A. [FZ is the 
set of all scalar (in [F) multiples of the identity matrix 1. ker(tr) is the set 
(A E [Fax”. . trA = 01. Ejj is the matrix of appropriate size in which the (i, j> 
entry is 1 and all others 0. For any Q C +& and M E J, span Q is the linear 
span of Q over (F, and cl Q is the closure of Q. For any two subsets P and Q 
of a linear space, P + Q denotes the subset {X + Y: X E P, Y E Q). The 
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following subspaces of 4 are also defined: 
We now state some of the main results of this paper, classified according 
to the sum of the two switches w, and w3. 
THEOREM A. Let w = (O,O,O,O), and let 4 be a linear operator on &. 
Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves -= ijand only if 4<,k; + J$) = ~2’~ + 
d4 and there exist nonzero j3 E IF and nonsingular S E IFnx”, R E Fmx”, 
T E IF p xp such that 4 satisfies one of the following : 
6) 
jw all (A, B, C, 0) E J-Z” + ~2’~ + ~2’~; 
(b) p = m and 
fir all (A, B, C,O) E k’,, + k2 -t k3 
THEOREM B. Let w,+w,=O, w,+w,#O, and let 4 be a linear 
operator on ~5. Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves -I0 zy and only zy 
$4JI) = ~2‘; and there exist nonzero p E F, and nonsin&ar S E IF” Xn, 
R, Q E Fmx’“, T, P E Fpxp with the additional condition that P and Q are 
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scalar matrices if we = 1 and wq = 1, respectively, and 4 satisfies one of the 
following : 
(a> 
forall (A,B,C,D)E~~+~~+~~+~~, 
(b) p = m, (m - lXw, - w,) = 0, and 
for all (A, B, C, D) E JZ~ + kz + J3 + J&. 
TIIE~REM C. Let w1 + w3 = 1, and let 4 be a linear operator on k. 
Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves wlL; if and only if there exist F E [F”‘x”, 
G E PXp, nonzero p E IF, and nonsingular SE IFnx”, R E PnX”‘, T E [FPxp 
such that 4 satisfies 
forall (A,B,C,D)EL 
THEOREM D. Let w1 + wg = 2, and let 4 be a linear operator on k. 
Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves mU: if and only if there exist F E IF’” Xn, 
G E [Fnxp, nonzero p E [F, nonsingular S E [Fnx”, R E ff’“x”, T E [FPxp, and a 
linear functional f : F pXnL + IF, with the additional condition that f = 0 if 
(w,, wq) f (0, O>, such that 4 satisfies one of the following : 
(a) 
4[; ;]=I(; ;][A+fC(D)r ;I[“;’ ;] 
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for all (A, B, C, D) E k, 
(b) p = m, (m - lXw, - w,) = 0, and 
for all (A, B, C, D) E .+4. 
Our basic approach is to analyze the orbits of the matrices under the 
equivalence relation and the corresponding tangent spaces. Recall that the 
orbit of M E J under the equivalence relation - is the set 
This technique has been used in [7]. Moreover, the study of the orbits 
themselves is also a subject of wide interest (e.g., see [3, 4, 6, 111). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we set up the framework 
in terms of Lie-group action, which allows us later on to consider the tangent 
spaces of the orbits. In Section 3 we develop some lemmas that will be used 
in the proofs of the main theorems. In Sections 4 to 6 we prove Theorems A 
to D. In Section 7 we state related results on triplets of matrices (A, B, C) or 
ordered pairs (A, B) or (A, C) rather than 4-tuples (A, B, C, D). In Section 8 
we deduce some information on the relations among various subclasses, 
which arise naturally from the group action associated with -, of the set of 
all linear preservers of -. Finally, in Section 9 we formulate several open 
questions. Readers who find the proofs (which form the bulk of Sections 2 to 
6) too long to digest at once may skip to Sections 7 to 9. 
2. PRELIMINARIES ON LIE GROUP ACTIONS 
In this section we present some general results on Lie group actions and 
then specialize them to the situation at hand. The general material is well 
known to experts but is not easily located in the literature in the form we 
need. 
Recall that an algebraic Lie group is, by definition, a group 9 of n X n 
complex matrices such that there exist a finite number of polynomials with 
real coefficients pj(x,,, yii, xia, ylZ,. . . , x,,, y,,) with the property that an 
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n X rr nonsingular matrix A = (ars + ib,,): s= r, where urs, b,, E R, belongs 
to 9 if and only if 
It is well known (see, e.g., [2, p. 1361) that such a group is indeed a Lie 
group. 
Consider now an action of the algebraic Lie group 9 on a subspace k 
(understood as a subspace over R) of the space CUXDof all u X u matrices 
with complex entries. Such an action is, by definition, a function R : 9 x ~8 
+ k with the following properties: 
(i) fl(I, M) = M for all M E &, and 
(ii) R(g,, ,R(g,, M)) = R(g,g,, M) for all gr, g, E 9 and M E JZ. 
We say that the action is algebraic if the coordinates of R(g, M) (here 
g E & and M E JZ) with respect to a fixed basis in & (as a real vector 
space) are rational functions of the entries of g and of the coordinates of M 
(in the same basis). This property is easily seen to be independent of the 
choice of the basis. Given an action s1 of 9 on J, for any M E A? the orbit 
of M is the set 
The following Proposition 2.1 allows us to consider the tangent space F$ to 
the orbit @Al at M, and Proposition 2.2 characterizes the tangent space. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let 9 be an algebraic Lie group, and let R be an 
algebraic action of 9 on u real subspace & of C ’ xc. Then for ezjery M E _J$ 
the orbit eM is a reul analytic manifold (in the topology induced by the 
standard topology in C u x”). 
Indeed, for a given M E &, let 
%={gE@:O(g,M)=M} 
be the closed subgroup of 9 that leaves M fixed. If exp: Iw4 + 9 is the 
exponential map, where 9 is the real dimension of the manifold 8, then in a 
neighborhood of the identity (in 9) Z is the image under exp of some 
subspace V E lQq (see, e.g., [l, Section 0.51). Now, the exponential map when 
restricted to a fixed subspace U, which is a direct complement to V in RY, 
will give the local (in a neighborhood of M) analytic coordinates on JZ. 
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PROPOSITION 2.2. Let 9 and R he as in Proposition 2.1. Then the 
tangent space FMa can be identified with the real subspace Si of A defined 
by 
sa = d(fi(ecH, Ml) 
M d5 I : ecH is a one-parameter subgroup in 9 . f = 0 
This proposition follows by using again the restriction of the exponential 
map to the subspace U as in the paragraph preceding. 
We shall be interested in the following algebraic Lie groups. For fixed 
positive integers n, m, p and a fixed field [F ( = R or C), choose four switches 
wr, wp, wg> w‘r, where wi is either 0 or 1, and consider the algebraic Lie 
group 9 = 9(w,, w2, ws, w,) consisting of all nonsingular matrices X of size 
@n+m+p)X@n+m+p)h aving the following block structure: 
(2.1) 
Here S,, S, E [Fnx”, R E [F”‘x”l, T E lFPx” with S,Sh = I and with the addi- 
tional conditions G = 0 if w, = 0, T = I if w2 = 0, F = 0 if w3 = 0, and 
R = I if w4 = 0. For simplicity we write w = (w1,w2, ws, w,). The one- 
parameter subgroups of 9(w) are given in the following result. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. All one-parameter subgroups of 9(w) are described 
by the formula 
where 
H= I 
H,H, 0 0 
0 H, 0 0 
0 0 -H; H, 
0 0 0 H, 
(2.2) 
is such that H,, H,, H,, H,, H, have the same order as S,,G, T, F, R, respec- 
tively, and Hi = 0 if wi = 0 (i = 1,. . ,4) but otherwise arbitrary. 
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PToaf. Let In be the branch of the logarithmic function defined in a 
neighborhood of 1 by In 1= 0. The proof boils down to the verification that In 
maps a neighborhood of I in the group 9 onto a neighborhood of zero in the 
set of matrices H defined by (2.2). Using the series expansion ln(l- Z> = 
-CT=,zk/k for 5 E C close to zero, we obtain for X given in (2.1) 
! 
Ins, U 
lnX= : 
ln T 
0 
0 0 
where U is given by 
[ 0  u=_ 0 1 I-T G 1 k - [ z-s, 
0 
and an analogous formula holds for V. When wr = 0 then G = 0 and hence 
U = 0. If wr = 1, then the above formula determines U as a function of G: 
U=A(G)=G+ f ~k~‘(‘-~,).~(‘-~)k-l-~. 
k=2 a=0 
We have to prove that A is one-to-one and maps a neighborhood of zero onto 
a neighborhood of zero (for fixed S, and T sufficiently close to I). Clearly, A 
is linear, so it suffices for us to show that Kern = {O}. Now suppose 
A(G) = 0, where S, and T are assumed such that III- S,II, [II- TII < i. Then 
so G = 0, as required. When we = 0 then T = I and hence ln T = 0. Analo- 
gous considerations apply to V and ln R. By writing H, = ln S,, H, = U, 
H, = ln T, H, = V, H, = ln R, we have the result. # 
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We now return to the linear space ~=[F”X”X[F”XmX[FPXnX(FpX”’ 
introduced in Section 1, and consider the action R of the group 9 = 9(w) 
on k defined by 
0 0 0 R 
The action is clearly algebraic. Write M = (A, B, C, 0) for simplicity, and 
denote by FM the tangent space to the orbit eM at M. Clearly, @,,,r and 
FM depend on w, but we suppress this dependence in our notation. In view 
of our definitions of 9 and R in (2.1) and (2.3), one easily sees that the orbit 
*IV is given by 
eM= 
SAS-’ + w,GCS-’ + w,SBF + w,w,GDF SBR + w,GDR 
TCS- l+ w,TDF TDR : I 
SE lFnx”, R E P”X’n, T E FVxp are nonsingular, 
GE [F”-‘, F E [Fmxn; T=Iifw,=O,R=lifw,=O . (2.4) 
I 
Here we have put S, =(Si)-‘= S and replace F’ and R’ by F and R, 
respectively, in (2.3) f or notational simplicity. The lemma below gives a 
characterization of the tangent space FM. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let M = (A, B,C, D). The tangent space FM can be identi- 
fied with the set 
XA - AX + w,UC + w,BV XB + w,BZ + w,UD 
w,YC - CX + wg DV w,YD + w,DZ I ’ 
x E PX”, y(Epw, ze[Fmxm, UE[F”x”,VEffmxn . 1 
Proof. We use the identification given in Proposition 2.2 and the 
description of the one-parameter subgroups in & given in Proposition 2.3. 
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Let {et” : -m < 5 <m} be a one-parameter subgroup in 9, where, according 
to Proposition 2.3, 
I 
x w,u 0 0 
0 w,Y 0 0 
H= 
0 0 -X’ wy 
0 0 0 w,Z’ 1 
and X, Y, Z, U, V are as in the statement of this lemma. Then 
=A B 
[ 1 C D 
+5 
XA -AX + w,VC + w,BV XB + w,BZ + w,VD 
w,YC - CX + wn DV w,YD + w4 DZ 1 + o(t2)a 
and we are done by Proposition 2.2. n 
The result of Lemma 2.4 shows that FM is also a linear space over F. It 
also allows us to calculate the dimension (over IF) of &, and establish 
inequalities that will be used further on. Thoughout the paper the dimension 
of FM, as well as any subspace in J, is understood in the sense of a linear 
space over IF. 
3. PRELIMINARIES ON LINEAR PRESERVERS 
We present in this section some lemmas that will be used later in the 
proofs. In the statement of the lemmas, w stands for (w,, we, wg, w,), where 
wi = 0 or 1. The following lemma actually holds for nonsingular linear 
operators that preserve any equivalence relation N for which the orbits are 
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smooth manifolds. In part (d) below, the set @& - M is understood as 
(N - M : N E eJ], where @& is given by (2.41, and the tangent space 9-L is 
identified as in Lemma 2.4. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let C#I be a nonsingular linear operator on L that presemes 
wW. ThenforanyMEJ, 
(a) 4(@,,) C @&); 
(b) &pan @,,,,I c span O&,,), and hence dim span eM < dim span O+CMj; 
Cc> 4(YM) c ‘7&M)’ and hence dim Yh, < dim 7+CMj; 
Cd) $ cl(&n(@,- M)) contains a subspace of dimension k, then so 
does cl( y&) n [ @icMj - d4 MI] ). 
Proof. Since C$J preserves N,~, N-= M implies 4(N) -,4(M) and 
hence (a) follows. (b) is a direct consequence of (a) and the nonsingularity of 
4. Likewise, (c) follows from (a) and the linearity and nonsingularity of 4. 
Finally, by (a) and Cc), +( YM f~ ( @,,,, - M)) C ‘7&M) n [@$,CMj - 4CM)l. As 4~ 
is continuous and nonsingular, Cd) follows. n 
LEMMA 3.2. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on & that presemes 
wIU. Then 
Proof. Suppose w = (O,O,O,O). Th en, according to the characterization 
given in Lemma 2.4, YM = 0 if and only if M E Al + J&. By Lemma 3.1(c), 
6 -‘CM) = 0 also if yM = 0. Hence c#-‘(&~ + J&) Cd1 + J&. As 4 is 
nonsingular, (a) follows. Similar argument applies to (b), in which case 
9& = 0 if and only if M E Jr. n 
LEMMA 3.3. Let M=(A,O,O,O)E&~, with AEEl. Then for all w, 
dimFM=2n-2 $ rank(A--AI)=1 for some A=[F, and dimYM>2n 
otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose M = (A, 0, 0,O). Then dim FM = dim{XA - AX : X E 
[F”‘“} = rank r,!~~, where It/A : PX” + Px” is the linear operator defined by 
4*(x) = XA - AX. If [F = @, th en the lemma follows from a result of Hiai 
[5, Lemma 1.31. The result holds for [F = R also, because the rank of +A over 
R is the same as that over @. W 
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LEMMA 3.4. Lei M E J and M’ E span O,W. Then span OMf C span OM. 
proof. If M’ E span Oh*, then there exist or,. . . , ak E F and gl, ... a fik 
E 9 such that 
M’= 5 a$( gi, M), 
i=l 
where 9 and R are defined as in (2.1) and (2.3). Hence if M” E 6”,,, then 
there exists g E 9 such that 
M”=R(g,M’)=R g, &fi(gi,M) 
i=l 
= 5 aiR(ggi,M) Espanq,. 
i=l 
Thus OM! c span 0M and hence span OMs c span OM. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let M = (nE,, - l,O,O,O> E ku. Then for all wz 
(a> span 0M = La and hence dim span 0M = n2 - 1; 
(b) dimYM=2n-2; 
Cc) the dimension of any subspace in cl( 9& n ( 0M - M)) is less than n. 
Proof. (a): We need to consider the case n 2 2 only, as the lemma is 
trivial when n = 1. Notice that N E 0M if and only if N = (A, O,O, 0) where 
A E lFnx” has Jordan form nE, r - 1. Hence the elements M, = (nE,, + E,, - 
I, 0, 0, 0) and M, = (nE,, - I, O,O,O> are in OM. Therefore the elements 
N,=(E,,,O,O,O)=M,-M and N,=(E,,-E,,,O,O,O)=(l/n)x 
(M - M,) are in span OM. Analogously, the n2 - 1 linearly independent 
elements (E,j,O,O,O) (E eN, for i # j> and (E,, - E,,,O,O,O) (E eN, for 
i > 2) are in span 0bf. Hence dim span 0M > n2 - 1. Since OM C _kb and 
dim&a = n2 - 1, we have the result. 
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(b): follows from Lemma 3.3. In fact, simple computation yields 
(3.1) 
(c): Suppose NE eM - M. Then N =(A,O,O,O), where A = S(nE,, 
- Z)S-’ -(nE,, - I) = n(SEllS-’ - E,,) for some nonsingular S E [Fnx”. Let 
SE,,S-’ = (l/n)A + E,, = (bij). If N E FM also, then by (3.1) bij f 0 only 
if i = 1 or j = 1, and b,, = 1. Since SE,,S-’ has rank 1, it follows that either 
bij = 0 for all j > 2 or bi, = 0 for all i > 2. This implies 
where Qi = {(aij) E Fnx” : aij = 0 if (i,j) = (1,l) or j > 2) and Qz = {(u,~) E 
Fnx” : uij = 0 if (i, j) = (1,l) or i 2 2}. Since any maximal subspace of Qi U Qz 
has dimension n - 1 and Q, U Q2 is closed, the result follows. n 
LEMMA 3.6. IA M = (A, B, C, D) E A. Zf rank B +rank C > 2 then 
dim Fj 2 2n - 1 for all 20. 
Proof. Let rank B = r and rank C = s. Then there exist nonsingular 
M,, N, E Fnx”, N, E ffmX”“, M, E Px” such that M,BN, = E,, M,CN, = E,, 
where E, E F”“” has entries (1,1>,(2,2), . . . ,(r, r) equal to 1 and all others 
zero and E E FpX” has entries (1,1),(2,2),. . ,(s, s) equal to 1 and all others 
zero: Using&the characterization of 7, given in Lemma 2.4, for 
TV’= {(XB + w,BZ + w,UD,w,YC - CX + w,DV): 
x E PX”, y E [FPX", z E p-, u E [Fnxp, v E PX”) 
we have 
dim9&>dimV>dim((XB,-CX):XEFnXn) 
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Notice that t-s < t2 and n > t, where 2t = r + s. Hence if r + s > 2 then 
dim&--(2n-l)a(r+s)n- rs-2nfl=(r+s-2)n-rs+1 
> (2t -2)t - t” + 1 = (t - 1)2 > 0. n 
LEMMA 3.7. Let M = (A, B, C, D) E A. Then (A, ,o, o, D), 
(0, B, 0, o>, (0, 0, C, 0) E span oM. If w2 + wuq # 0, then (A, 0, O,O), (0, O,O, D) E 
span eM. 
Proof. Let M = (A, B,C, D). S ince M, = (A, - B, - C, D) E @‘M [use 
(2.4) to verify this fact], the elements Mz = (A,O,O, 0) = (M + M,)/2 and 
M, = (0, B, C, 0) = (M - Ml)/2 are in span 8,,. Now M, = (0,2 B, $, 0) E 
0M3; therefore, by Lemma 3.4, (0, B, 0, 0) = (2 M, - MS)/3 E span 6YM, C 
span eM and (0, 0, C, 0) = (4 M, - 2 M,)/3 E span @‘MS C span eM. 
If we + wq St 0 then M, =(A,0,0,2D)~ eMp. By Lemma 3.4, (A,O,O,O) 
= 2 M, - M, E span OM, c span eM and 
C span @M. 
(0, O,O, 0) = M, - M, E span OM, 
l 
LEMMA 3.8. Let n > 2 and M = (A, B, C, D> E ~8 be such that A E IFI. 
Then for all w, 
(a) span eM = -k; and hence dim span @AM = ni! - 1 a? M E ~5~; 
(b) dim span eM > n2 otherwise. 
Proof (a): Let M = (A,O, 0,O) E kO. Then @,,,, C J0 and hence 
span 8M c _kb. Suppose A = (aij) P 5Z. Th en there exists nonsingular S such 
that the (l,l> entry of SAS-’ is nonzero. Hence we may assume a,, z 0 
without loss of generality. Let 
9={diag(d,,...,d,):di= +I} 
and 
e={P:P=(pij) is an n X n permutation matrix with p,, = 1). 
By writing A, = diag(a,,,a,, ,..., an”), we have 
(A,,O,O,O) =2-” c (SAS-‘,O,O,O) EspaneM 
SE53 
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and 
(diag(n-l,a,..., a),O,O,O)=(n-l)[(n-l)!a,,]-’ c (SA,S-‘,O,O,O) 
sre 
= span q*,I,“.O,O) C span eb,. 
Here a = (n - l)[(n - l)!a,,]-’ Cy=, a,,, and the last inclusion is by Lemma 
3.4. As span eM c &a, we have tr diag(n - 1, a,. . , a) = 0 and hence a = - 1. 
Therefore (nE,, - I, O,O, 0) E span en,. By Lemmas 3.5 and 3.4, 
and the result follows. 
(b): Let M = (A, B, C, II) be such that A E FI and M @ Jo. By Lemma 
3.7, M, = (A,O,O, D) E span @,,,. Since A @ El, there exists nonsingular S E 
[F”‘” such that M, =(SAS’,O,O, D>E@~, and SAS’ PA. Now M, = 
(A’, O,O, 0) = M, - M, E k0 and A’ @ FI, by the result of (a) and Lemma 3.4, 
we have 
A0 = span OM, C span Oh{, C span eM. 
As M E span @A{1 kO, we must have 
dimspan@,>dimkO+l=n”. n 
LEMMA 3.9. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on .k that preserves 
-w. Then +(dO) = Jk;. 
Proof. As this lemma is trivial when n = 1, we assume n 2 2. Let 
M=(nE,,-Z,O,O,O)Ek. We shall prove that ~-‘(M)=(A,O,O,O)EJ~ 
for some A E Fnx” with A P El. Then by Lemmas 3.8(a), 3.1(b), and 3.5(a), 
we have 
Since 4 is nonsingular, we have 4(k,,) = &a. 
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Let 4-‘(M) = (A, B,C, D). Suppose A = AZ for some A E F. If rank B + 
rank C > 2, then by Lemmas 3.6 and 3.5, 
dim Yb *CM1 , >2n-1>2n-2=dimYM. 
This contradicts Lemma 3.1(c). Hence rank B + rank C < 1, and thus either B 
or C is zero. If 4-‘(M) = (AZ, B,O, D) with B # 0, the rank B = 1. By (2.4) 
and Lemma 2.4, @&-I(~) - 4-‘(M) contains the set ((0, (S - Z)B, 0,O) E &: 
S E Fnx” is nonsingular}, and F&I(~) contains the subspace ((0, XB, 0,O) E 
J: X E IF”‘“}. It follows that cl( F+-,(M) n [ @+-l(Mj - $-l(M)]) contains 
the subspace ((0, XB, 0,O) E J: X E F “x”}, which has dimension n(rank B) 
= n. However, by Lemma 3.5(c), any subspace of cl( &, n (@h, - M)) must 
have dimension less than n. This contradicts Lemma 3.1(d). Similarly, 
4-‘(M)=(hZ,O, C, 0) with C f 0 will lead to a contradiction. 
Now suppose 4-‘(M) = (AZ,O,O, D) with D # 0. If w = (O,O,O,O> then 
4(AZ, O,O, D) E AI + k4 by Lemma 3.2(a). This contradicts the assumption 
that +(AZ,O,O, D)=(nE,,-Z,O,O,O). If W, 20 then ~F~~l(,v,)r)[@+-~~~)- 
q!-‘(M)] contains the subspace ((O,O,GD,O) E &:G E lF”xp), which has 
dimension n(rank D> 2 n. Again, by Lemmas 3.1(d) and 3.5(c) this cannot 
happen. Similarly, ws f 0 will lead to a contradiction. Suppose ws # 0. Since 
+(J1) = -k; by L emma 3.2(b), we have 4(AZ, O,O, 0) = (pl, O,O, 0) for some 
p E F and hence 
4(O,O>O,D) =+((AZ,O,O,D)-(AZ,O,O,O)) 
=(nE,,-Z,O,O,O)-(pZ,O,O,O)=(nE,,-(p+l)Z,O,O,O). 
Observe that @(;,, a a o) contains the subset ((O,O, 0, TD): T E [FPx*’ is nonsin- 
gular}. By putting ‘I: = EZ for small E, we see that 0 E cl @Co 0 0 ur Therefore 
by Lemma 3.1(a) and the linearity and continuity of 4, O’& cl @&o,O,O o) c 
cl @A,,> where M’ = ( nE,, + ( p + 1) I, 0, 0,O). However, any A’ of (A’, $0, 0) 
E @fiff must have eigenvalues n - (CL + l), -(p + l), . . , -(p + 1). Since 
n > 2, this implies 0 e cl @M,. This is a contradiction. Similarly, we cannot 
have wq # 0. This concludes the proof that A @ FZ. 
Now that dimspan @,II = n2 - 1 by Lemma 3.5(a), we must have 
dim span @4 ‘CM) < n2 - 1 by Lemma 3.1(b). As A P Fl, by Lemma 3.8 we 
have 4-‘(M) = (A, O,O, 0) E &a. The proof is now complete. n 
LEMMA 3.10. Suppose C#J is a nonsingular linear operator on k that 
preserves N lL: and satisfies +(k’“> = k,,. Then there exist nonzero A E lF and 
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nonsingular S E F n x n such that the nonsingular linear operator $A,S on ~2 
defined by 
forall (A,B,C,D)ek 
satisfies the following : 
(a) either $*,s 0 4,(A, 0, 0, 0) = (A, 0, 0,O) for all A E ker(tr), or 
$*,s 0 4(A, O,O, 0) = (Af,O,O,O) for all A E ker(tr), 
(b) @A s 0 $J is nonsingular and preserves wU:, and 
(c) if ;cTh,~ 0 4 satisfies any of the conditions (a) or (b) of Theorem A, B, 
or D, or satisfies the condition (1.3) of Theorem C [i.e., the condition(s) is 
satisfied when the operator 4 in the condition(s) is replaced by rclA,s 0 $1, 
then so does 4. 
Proof. (a): Let 4 satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Consider the 
nonsingular linear operator 4 on Fnx” defined by d;(I) = I and 
4(A,O,O,O) = (8(A>,O,O,O) for all A E ker( tr) . 
It is not hard to see that for any A, A’ E [F”“‘, A and A’ are similar to each 
other if and only if (A,O,O,O) -W (A’,O,O,O). Now suppose A, A’ E Px” are 
similar to each other. Then trA = tr A’, the matrices 
trA tr A’ 
A,=A--I, Ah = A’- -1 
n n 
are in ker(tr), and A, is similar to A’,,. Therefore (A,,O,O,O)-,(A’,,,O,O,O). 
As 6 preserves mIL., we have 
(~~4dAO,O) = 4(A,,O,O,O) -,4(A',,,O,O,O) = (&4'o),0,0,0). 
Thus &A,) is similar to &A’,,), and accordingly 
is similar to 
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As the above shows that 6 is nonsingular and preserves similarity on ffnX”, 
by a result in [7, Theorem 2.71 (see also [5] for the case F = C), there exist 
(Y, /3 E IF with j3 # 0, ncx + /3 + 0, and nonsingular s E IF llXn such that either 
$(A)=a(q)I+&A?’ forall AEF”~” 
or 
Thus ~~-~~~~~(A,O,O,O)=(~-‘~-‘~(A)~,O,O,O) is either equal to 
(A, 0, 0, 0) for all A E ker(tr), or equal to (A’, 0, 0,O) for all A E ker(tr). 
(b): Observe that eA,s, as well as 4, is nonsingular and preserves -W on 
JZ. Hence the composition eAcIA,s 0 $ is also nonsingular and preserves uW. 
(c): Let 4’ be a linear operator on & that satisfies any of the conditions 
(a) or (b) of Theorem A, B, or D, or satisfies (1.3) of Theorem C. By direct 
computation, the composition $,$ 0 4’ also satisfies the same condition. Here 
I,!J,~ = IJIAml,s-~. By writing Jl*,s 0 4 = #I’, we have the result. n 
The results of Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10 make the proofs of the necessity part 
of our main theorems a lot easier, for we may now assume without loss of 
generality that 4 satisfies 
4(A,O,O,O) = (A,O,O,O) for all A E ker( tr) 
or 
+(A,O,O,O) =(At,O,O,O) for all A E ker( tr) 
if 4 is nonsingular and preserves wW on &. 
The following result is fundamental to many linear-preserver problems. 
LEMMA 3.11. Let Q be the set of all rank-l matrices in Frx”. Suppose $ 
is a nonsingular linear operator on Frx” that satisfies +(Q> c Q or I,/-‘(Q) c 
Q. Then there exist nonsingular U E Frx’, V E IFax” such that either 
*(X) =UXV forall X EPxy (3.2) 
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r=s>2 and ~,!J(X)=UX’V forall XEIF’~“. (3.3) 
Proof. If rl, is nonsingular and I,!J(Q> c Q, then, hy a result of [12], Cc, 
satisfies (3.2) or (3.3). Also, it is easy to see that $ satisfies (3.2) or (3.3) if 
and only if +- ’ satisfies the same condition (with U,V replaced by some 
suitable matrices). Hence the result follows. R 
LEMMA 3.12. L.et g :Frx” --, F’lxs be a linear operator. Suppose for all 
X E F’X” with rank X = 1, there exists G, E FqXr (which may depend on X) 
such that g(X) = G,X. Then there exists G E FqXr such that 
g(X) =GX forall Xe[FrX” 
Proof. Let g satisfy the hypotheses of the lemma. Then for any Eij E 
IF”“, there exists a(i, j) E Fy such that 
where ej E IF” has its jth entry equal to 1 and all others zero. Let 1 < ji < j, 
< s and 1~ i < r. By the hypotheses of the lemma, 
a(i,j,)ej,+a(i, j,)efz= g(E,j,+ Eljz)=ai(ej,+‘j,)’ 
for some a, E 59. Therefore a(i, j,) = ai = a(i, j,). As a result, there exist 
a,,.. ., a,. E [F” such that g(Eij) = a,ei for all Eij E Frx”. Let G E FqXr have 
columns a,,...,a,. Then by linearity of g, for all X = (xii) E Frxs, 
In the following sections, very frequently we have to compute or estimate 
a lower bound for the dimensions of ~9~~ or span eM for some particular 
M E J with respect to different -W. Those computations may be tedious, 
but the techniques involved are elementary and straightforward. Thus we 
shall skip the details in most cases. Nevertheless, we would like to point out 
several basic ideas one can use for calculation in the following. 
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(I) If M is very simple, one may write down an explicit form of 9$ and 
span eM and inspect their dimensions [e.g., see (3.I)]. 
(II) Write down the definitions of YM and span @;M, and consider 
subspaces of them by suppressing some of the variables in the definitions 
(e.g., see the proof of Lemma 3.6). 
(III) Construct or find some matrices M’ in span eM with simpler 
structure and use the fact that span @‘M, c span @M to conclude that the 
direct sum of those span bw is contained in span &M. Thus we get a lower 
bound of dimspan OM [e.g., see the proof or Lemma 3.8(b)]. 
(IV) By the fact that @,,, is a manifold, one can replace M by other 
M’EeM with simpler structure to do the computation. 
(V> Regard FM as the range space of a certain linear transformation and 
compute the rank or the nullity of it. 
4. PROOF OF THEOREMS A AND B 
Throughout this section we assume wi + wa = 0. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose M = (A, B, C, D) E JZ. 
(a> Let B # 0. Then 
n 
dim span eM > 
ay w,=o, 
mn if w,=l, 
n 
dim 9j,, > 
if w,=O, 
n+m-1 ij wLL.?=l. 
(4.11 
(4.21 
Both equalities in (4.1) and (4.2) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
(0, B, O,O> with rank B = 1. 
(b) Let C z 0. Then 
dim span eM 2 
n if w2 = 0, 
pn zf w,=l, 
dim FM > 
n if w,=O, 
n+p-1 if w,=l. 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
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Both equalities in (4.3) and (4.4) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
(0, 0, C, 0) with rank C = 1. 
(c) Let w2 + wq f 0 and D # 0. Then 
i 
m $f- (wz,wq) = (O,l), 
dim span &, > p if (w2,wq) = (l,O), 
mp if (w,,w,> =(Ll>, 
(4.5) 
if (w,,w,) = (O,l), 
if (w2,w,> = (1,0), 
if (wz,wq)=(l,l). 
(4.6) 
Both equalities in (4.5) and (4.6) hold simultaneously if and only $ M = 
(O,O,O, D) with rank D = 1. 
Proof. (a): Let B # 0. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.4, span @$,B,O,Oj C span @M. 
Thus for W = span(SBR : S E IFnx”, R E Ffnx” are nonsingular; R = Z if We = 
01, we have 
n rank B 
dim span &, > dim span 6’(,,, B, 0, 0j = dim W = 
if wq = 0, 
mn 
if w,=l. 
Hence (4.1) holds. Also, by Lemma 2.4, 
n rank B if w,=O, 
= rankB(n+m-rankB) if wq = 1 
i 
n if wq = 0, 
>, 
n+m-1 if w,=l. (4.7) 
Hence (4.2) holds. If M = (0, B, 0,O) with rank B = 1, then it can be checked 
easily that both equalities in (4.1) and (4.2) hold. 
Notice that span @&, B,O,Oj c Jz. Suppose M # (0, B, 0,O). Then M E k2 
and hence M E span eM\span @& B,O,Oj, Thus 
dim span eM > dim span@(;,, 8,0,0j 
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and equality in (4.1) cannot hold. Furthermore, equality in (4.7) holds if and 
only if rank B = 1. Combining, if both equalities in (4.1) and (4.2) hold, then 
M = (0, B,O,O) with rank B = 1. Hence (a) is proved. 
(b): Similar to (a). 
cc): Suppose w2 + wq Z 0 and D f 0. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.4, 
span q;o, 0,0, D) c span eM and hence 
dim span eM > dim span @~O,O,O, o) 
= din: span{ TDR : T E IF" xP, R E [F'"x'" are nonsingular; 
T=lifw,=O, R=Zifw,=O} 
if (w,,w,)= (O,l), 
if (w2,w4)=(1,0), 
if (w2,wq) =(l,l). 
Hence (4.5) holds. Also, by Lemma 2.4, 
i 
m rank D, if tw,,w,) =(O,l), 
= prank D, if (w2,w4) =(l,O), 
rank D(p+m-rank D), if (w,,w~) =(l,l) 
if (w,,w,) = (O,l), 
if (w2,wq)=(l,0), 
if (wz,wq)=(l,l). 
(4.8) 
Hence (4.6) holds. If M = (O,O,O, D) with rank D = 1, then it can be checked 
easily that both equalities in (4.5) and (4.6) hold. 
Notice that span @(;,,,,a, Dj CJ&. Suppose M#(O,O,O,D). Then MEA4 
and hence M E span @,\span @&O,O, Dr Thus 
dim span eM > dim span @(;,,,,,, Dj 
and equality in (4.5) cannot hold. Furthermore, equality in (4.8) holds if and 
only if rank D = 1. Combining, if both equalities in (4.5) and (4.6) hold, then 
M = (0, 0, 0, 0) with rank D = 1. Hence (c) is proved. n 
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LEMMA 4.2. Suppose 4 is a nonsingular linear operator on JZ that 
preserves wIC’ . L.et 
Qs={(O,O,C,O) EJ:rankC=l], 
Then either 
(a) 4(Ji> = ki and 4-‘(Qi) c Qi for i = 2,3, or 
(b) p = m, (m - l)(~, - w4) = 0, 4(ki) = dj> +-‘(Qi)C Qj for (i,j) 
= (2,s) and ($2). 
Moreover, $w, + w4 + 0, then $<J&>= Jk; and 4-1(Qd)CQq. 
Proof. First we prove that if M belongs to a certain Qi such that 
dim TM < dim TM, and dim span @,,, < dim span eM, for all M’ E Q2 U Q3 
U Q4, then $-l(M) belongs to a certain Qj such that all elements N in Q, 
also satisfy the minimal properties that 
for all M’ E Q2 U Q. U Q4. We begin with the case w2 + w., f 0. For i = 
2,3,4, choose any Mi E Qi and define 
hi = dim span @M,, ki = dim JYW. 
Let 
h = min h,, k= minki, 
2<i94 h,=h 
and define A ={i: hi = h, ki = k). Now let i E A and M E Qi. By Lemmas 
3.2(b) and 3.9, 4(&r) = -k; and hence 4 - ‘(M) E &]. As at least one of 
B’, C’, D’ in (A’, B’,C’, D’) = +-l(M) is nonzero, by Lemmas 4.1 and 3.1 and 
the definition of A we see that 4-‘(M) must be in some Qj with j E A. 
Hence 4-‘(Qi)c U jEdQj if iEA. A s each Q, (j = 2,3,4) is a connected 
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component of U 2 G j c 4 Qj, 
and hence 
and 4-l is continuous, we have 4-i(Qi)c Qj 
for some j E A. 
Now by nonsingularity of 4, we have that (4(kj>:i E A} is a permuta- 
tion of the collection {kj : i E A}. If A z (2,3,4}, we may apply the same 
procedure to the remaining Qi’s, i.e., those Qi with i E (2,3,4}\A. Using the 
hypotheses of the lemma and the newly established fact that {4<~&>: i E A} 
is a permutation of the collection {ki : i E A), we can prove (after at most 
two more iterations) that ($(ki): i = 2,3,4} is a p ermutation of the collection 
(Jki :i = 2,3,4}, and for each i = 2,3,4, 4-‘(Qj) CQj for some j = 2,3,4. 
We now prove that ~(JZ~) = Ad. Suppose we have the case of ~(JZ~) = &a, 
~<JZ~> = Ja, +(&a) = J&. Then 
for all (0,B,C,D)~ka+&s+k~, where f:FPX”‘-+F”X”‘, g:Fnx’“+ 
[FlJXn, h :[FljXn + [FPX,,l are nonsingular linear operators. As (0, I?, C, D) -IL. 
(O,2B, +C, D) and 4 preserves mU;, we have 
[,,ai i::;]=.hly :]-.4[;C :]=[,,y,, :i;s]. 
Notice that (0, B, C, D) -Uj (0, B’, C’, D’) if and only if there exist nonsingular 
T, R (here T = 1 if w2 = 0, R = Z if u;~ = 0) such that TCBR = C’B’ and 
TDR = D’. Hence there exist nonsingular T, R such that 
Th(c)R =;h(c). 
(4.9) 
By choosing g(B)f(d) = h(c) + 0, we see that (4.9) cannot hold. Similarly, 
other situations of 4(kd) z -k; will lead to contradiction. Thus +(kd) = k” 
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and 4-l(Q4) c Q4. C onsequently, either statement (a) of the lemma holds, 
or 
4(di) =kjT 6’(Oil ‘Qj for (i,j) = (2,3) and (3,2). (4.10) 
If (4.10) holds, then dim -k; = dim Js, and by Lemma 3.1(c), dim FM, = 
dim FM], where Mi E Qi, Mj E Qj for (i, j) = (2,3) and (3,2). Thus p = m 
and, in view of Lemma 4.1, (m - l)(w, - wq) = 0. Hence the lemma is 
proved for the case ws + wq # 0. 
If wp + wq = 0, then b(-lu, + &> = &r + Jd by Lemmas 3.2(a) and 
3.9. We need only consider Q2 and Q3 in the above argument to get the 
result. n 
LEMMA. 4.3. Let n > 2. For any nonzero a E [F”, define 
d’a 
adt---IEker(tr):dEIF n is nonzero 
n 
and Q~={X”:XEQ~}. 
(a) Suppose b E [F” is nonzero. 
(i) lf b is a scalar multiple of a, then 
dim JT.4, hd 0 0) . . =2n-l+w,(m-1) 
for all nonzero e E [F’” and A E Q,; otherwise there exists A E Q, 
such that 
dim ~rr,he~,O,Oj > 2n + wq(m - 1) 
for all nonzero e E P’. 
(ii) Zf n > 3 or atb # 0, then there exists A E Qi such that 
dim ~~,he~,O,Oj > 2n + wq( m - 1) 
for all nonzero e E P. 
(b) Suppose c E IF n is nonzero. 
(i) Zf c is a scalar multiple of a, then 
dim q‘4 0 ec’ 0) ., . =2n-l+w,(p-1) 
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for all nonzero e E Fp and A E 0:; otherwise there exists A E QL 
such that 
for all nonzero e E F “. 
(ii) Zf n > 3 or c’a # 0, then there exists A E Q, such that 
dim JY~,O,ec~,~) > 2n + wp( p - 1) 
for all nonzero e E Fp. 
Proof. (axi): Notice that 
9- (a,be’,O,O) ={(~-AX,Xbet+u;,betZ):XE[F"X",Z~[F"X"). (4.11) 
Let a E IF”, e E IF’” be nonzero, b a nonzero scalar multiple of a, and A = 
adt -(d’a/n)Z E Q,. We consider two subcases. If dta = 0, then by a 
change of bases one may replace a by Sa, d’ by dtS1, b by Sb, and et by 
efR for suitable nonsingular S and R, so that a = (IO,. . ,OY, b = ya, 
d = (0, IO,. . . , O)t, e = (1,O ,..., 0)’ with y # 0. Then A = E,, E Px” and 
bet = yE,, E lFnx’” in (4.11). If d’a # 0, then using an analogous transforma- 
tion, we may assume without loss of generality that a = (IO,. . . ,O>‘, b = ya, 
d = aa, e = (IO,. . ,O)’ with (Y, y + 0 (to make the transformation work, use 
a nonsingular matrix S such that the first column of S’ is a while all other 
columns of S- ’ are orthogonal to d). Then A = aE,, E Fnx” and bet = yE,, 
E [Fnx”” in (4.11). In either case, by direct computation [say, using the idea 
(I) mentioned in Section 31, we have dim qA,hel,O oj = 2n - 1-t w4(m - 1). 
If b is not a scalar multiple of a, then choose’d E iF” such that d’a = 0, 
and consider A = ad’ E Q,. Without loss of generality we may assume 
a=(l,O,..., O)t, d = (O,l,O,. . . ,011, e = (IO,. . . ,O>“. Then A = E,, E Px” and 
bet=b(l,O,...,O)EIFnX’” m (4.11), where b E F” is not a scalar multiple of 
(l,O,. ,O>‘. By direct computation (using the techniques mentioned in 
Section 3), 
dim ?A, he’ 0 0) l =4+w,(m-1) if n=2, >. >3n-3+w,(m-1) if n>3 
&2n+w,(m-1). 
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(a)(E): If n > 3 or atb z 0, then there exists nonzero d E F” such that 
dta = 0 and b is not a scalar multiple of d. By interchanging the roles of a 
and d in the second half of the proof of (a)(i), we get the result. 
(b): The proof is similar to that of (a). n 
LEMMA 4.4. 
(a) Suppose wq = 1, M = (0, B,O, D) E k with rank B = rank D = 1. Then 
dimYM>n+m+w,(p-l), 
with equality holding if and only if D = HB for some H E Frx”. 
(b) Suppose w2 = 1, M = (O,O, C, D) E .k with rank C = rank D = 1. Then 
with equality holding if and only rf D = CK for some K E Fnx”‘. 
Proof. Suppose M, B, D satisfy the hypotheses of part (a) of the lemma. 
Without loss of generality we may assume B = E,,. Then by direct computa- 
tion, 
dim FM = dim(( XE,, + E,,Z, w,YD + DZ) : 
>n+m+wp(p-l), 
with equality holding if and only if D = HE,, for some H E Fp X”. Hence (a) 
is proved. The proof of(b) is similar. n 
LEMMA 4.5. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on J that preserves 
W’ 
(a) Suppose 4 satisfies condition (a) of Lemma 4.2. Then 
(i> 4 satisfies (a> of Theorem A if w = (0, O,O, 0); 
(ii) #J satisfies (a) of Th eorem Bifw,+w,=O, w,+w,#O. 
(b) Suppose 4 satisfies condition (b) of Lemma 4.2. Then 
(i) 4 satisfies (b) of Theorem A $ w = (O,O, 0,O); 
(ii) 4 satisfies (b) of Theorem B rf w1 + w3 = 0, w2 + wq f 0. 
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Proof. (a): Suppose 4 is a nonsingular linear operator on J? that 
preserves mW and satisfies condition (a) of Lemma 4.2. Since +-‘(Qa) c Qz, 
by Lemma 3.11 there exist nonsingular U E [F”‘“, V E lF’“x” such that either 
(1) ~-‘(O,B,O,O)=(O,UBV,O,O) for all BE[FnX’“, or 
(2) n=m>2and~-‘(0,B,0,0)=(0,UB’V,0,0)fora11 BE[F”~“. 
Also, by the remark after Lemma 3.10, we may assume without loss of 
generality that 4 satisfies either 
(3) +(A, O,O, 0) = (A, O,O, 0) for all A E ker(tr), or 
(4) +(A, O,O, 0) = (A’, 0, 0,O) for all A E ker(tr). 
If n = 1 then (2) cannot hold, and U in (1) is a scalar and hence can be 
assumed to be 1. By putting V= R-’ in (l), we have 
ddO,B,O,O) = (O,BR,O,O) for all B E [Fnx’“. (4.12) 
Similarly, if n = 1 then there exists nonsingular T E [Fpx” such that 
4(O,O,C,O) = (O,O,TC,O> for all C E lFpx”. (4.13) 
Now suppose n z 2 and (3) holds. For any nonzero a, d E F” and e E [F”“, 
let M=(adt-(dta/n)Z,ae’,O,O)E~~+~~. Then 
dta 
ad’- -Z,Uae’V,O,O 
n 
if (1) holds, 
4_‘(M) = 
d’a 
(4.14) 
ad’ - -Z, Vea’V,O,O if (2) holds. 
n 
By Lemmas 3.1(c) and 4.3(a)(i), we must have 
dim Y+-l(Mj <dim9&=2n-l+w,(m-1). 
In view of (4.14) and Lemma 4.3(a)(‘) I , one observes that (2) cannot hold, and 
U in (1) must be a scalar matrix. By putting U = Z and V = R-’ in (l), we 
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obtain (4.12) again. Similarly, (4.13) holds in this case. Thus, if n = 1 or (3) 
holds, then 
(4.15) 
Suppose n > 2 and (4) holds. For the same M defined above, we have 
atd 
da' - -1, UaeV,O,O if (1) holds, 
I#-‘(M) = 
n 
a’d 
(4.16) 
dat - --I,Uea’V,O,O if (2) holds. 
n 
Again, in view of (4.16) and Lemma 4.3(a)(i), one observes that (2) cannot 
hold and hence (1) must hold. Now that (1) holds, by Lemma 4.3(a)(n) we 
must have n = 2 and a’Ua = 0 for all a E IF”. This implies that U E IFzx2 is 
skew-symmetric and hence we may assume 
By putting V= - R-’ in (1) we then have 
~(w,o,o) = (0, JBR,O,O) fora BEiFzxm. 
Similarly, one can show that there exists nonsingular T E iFPxf’ such that 
~(0,0,c,o)=(0,0,TcJ~,0)=(0,0,~~~-~,0) forall CEP”“. 
Observe that if A E (Fzx” satisfies trA = 0, then At = - ]A]-‘. Combining 
the arguments, we see that if (4.15) does not hold, then n = 2 and 
‘[; :I=-[; -OT][; :][‘il !R] 
for all (4.17) 
Notice that both (4.15) and (4.17) are special cases of condition (a) in 
Theorem A. Therefore (aXi> is proved. 
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Now suppose wi + w3 = 0 and wa + wq f 0. Then +-l(Q4)C Q4 by 
Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 3.11, there exist nonsingular U E Fpxp, V E Frnxm 
such that either 
(5) ~-‘(O,O,O,D)=(O,O,O,UDV)for all DE[F~~“, or 
(6) m=p>2and 4-‘(O,O,O,D)=(O,O,O,UDIV)forall DE[F”~“. 
Let wq = 1. The for all I? E Fnx”, H E Fpxn with rank B = rank(HB) = 1, we 
have 4 - ‘(0, B, 0, HB) = (0, II’, 0, D’) where 
if (4.15) holds, 
if (4.17) holds, 
D’= 
UHBV if (5) holds, 
UB’H’V if (6) holds. 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
By Lemmas 3.1(c) and 4.4(a), D’ must be in the form H’B’ for some H’. In 
view of (4.18) and (4.19), one sees that (6) cannot hold, and V in (5) must be 
a scalar multiple of R-i. Similarly, if wa = 1, then (5) must hold and U in (5) 
is a scalar multiple of T-i. As a result, if (4.15) holds then 
where P and Q are nonsingular matrices with the condition that P (or Q, 
respectively) is scalar if wa = 1 (or wq = 1, respectively). Thus 4 satisfies 
condition (a) of Theorem B. Similarly, if (4.17) holds then C#J satisfies 
condition (a) of Theorem B with /I = - 1, S = J. Thus (a)(n) is proved. 
(b): Suppose 4 is a nonsingular linear operator on & that preserves mW, 
and C$J satisfies condition (b) of Lemma 4.2. Then m = p, (m - lxw, - w4) = 
0, and the nonsingular linear operator I,!I 0 C$ on / preserves wW and 
satisfies condition (a) of Lemma 4.2, where I+G : k--f .k is defined by 
+[“c :I=[; Fll’ for all k ilE~. 
By the result of (a), + 0 C#J satisfies condition (a) of Theorem A (or Theorem B, 
respectively) if w = (0, O,O, 0) ( or wi + ws = 0 f wa + wq, respectively). Then 
it is easy to see that 4 satisfies (b)(i) or (b)(n) according as w = (O,O,O,O) or 
w,+w,=o#w,+w,. n 
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Proof of Theorems A and B. Suppose w = (O,O, 0,O) and 4 is a linear 
operator on JZ that satisfies ~(JZ~ + JZ~) = A1 + kd. If 4 satisfies condi- 
tion (a) or (b) of Theorem A, then, by direct checking, 4(&” + +,KZ~ + &a) = 
~~+~~+~~.As~=(~,+~~)+(~“+~~+~~),wehave~(~)=~ 
and hence 4 is nonsingular. Moreover, it is routine to check that 4 
preserves wU:. Hence the sufficiency part of Theorem A is proved. The 
sufficiency part of Theorem B can be proved similarly. 
The necessity part of the theorems follows from Lemmas 4.2 and 4.5. n 
5. PROOF OF THEOREM C 
The sufficiency part of the theorem can be readily verified. We prove the 
necessity part in the following. Throughout this section we shall assume 
wr = 1 and wa = 0 (the case of wr = 0 and wa = 1 can be done by similar 
arguments). 
LEMMA 5.1. Let M = (A, B, C, D) E d. 
(a) If C f 0, then th ere exists nonzero (A’, O,O, 0) E span @.%*. 
(b) If B # 0 or D # 0, then there exists nonzero (0, B’, 0,O) E span eJ,. 
Proof. (a): If C # 0 then GC # 0 for some G E [FnxP. As M and M, = 
(A + GC, B + GD,C, D) are in eM, by Lemma 3.7 the elements M, = 
(A, 0, 0, 0) and M, = (A + GC, 0, 0, D) are in span ejM. Hence (GC, 0, 0, 0) = 
M, - M, E span @Lb,. 
(b): If B # 0 or D# 0, then for some GE IFnXrJ, the element M, = 
(A + GC, B + GD,C, D) E EjM satisfies B + GD # 0. By Lemma 3.7, (0, B + 
GD, O,O> E span OM, c span @M. n 
LEMMA 5.2. Suppose M = (A, B, C, D) E k. 
(a) L..et B # 0. Then 
n 
dim span @M > 
if w,=O, 
mn if w,=l, 
n 
dim &,, > 
if w,=O, 
n+m-1 if wq = 1. 
(5.1) 
(5.2) 
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Both equalities in (5.1) and (5.2) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
(0, B,O,O) with rank B = 1. 
(b) Let C # 0. Then 
n2 + n 
dim span &bf > 
if w2 = 0, 
n2 + pn if u+=l, 
2n 
dim ~7~~ > 
if w2 = 0, 
2n+p-1 if w,=l. 
(5.3) 
(5.4) 
Both equalities in (5.3) and (5.4) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
&I+ GC,O, C,O) with p E IF, G E FnXr’, and rank C = 1. 
(c) Let D # 0. Then 
f 
n+l if (w,,wu;,) = (O,O), 
dim span e&f > 
i 
m(n+l) if (w,,w,) = (O,l), 
n+p if (wz,w4) = (l,O), 
(n + p)m if (wp,wq) = (Ll), 
(5.5) 
P if (w,,w,) = (O,(l), 
/ 
n+m 
dim JY+, >, 
n+p 
if (w~,w,) = (O,l), 
if (~~,w,) = (l,O), 
(5.6) 
L n+m+p-1 if (w2,w4)=(1,1). 
Both equalities in (5.5) and (5.6) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
(O,GD,O, D) with G E lFnxr’ and rank D = 1. 
Proof. (a): The proof is exactly like that of Lemma 4.1(a). 
(b): Let C # 0. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.4, span @~O,O~c,O~ c span @M. Hence 
for W=span{(GCS-‘,TCS-‘):SEffnX”, T E[F~~” are nonsingular, GE 
IF nXp; T = 1 if w2 = 0} we have 
dim span eM > dim span @&,, (), c ,), 
=dimW= 
n”+nrankC if w,=O, 
72’ + np if w,=l. 
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Hence (5.3) holds. Let 
w’= {(XA -AX + UC,w,YC - CX) :X E [F”-, Y E [Fpxp, u E F-j> 
w”={(UC,w,YC-CX):X EIPXfi, Y EIPXP, UEPX”}. 
Then, by Lemma 2.4 and using the technique (II) at the end of Section 3, 
dim~~~dimW’=dim~,,.,,~dimW” , > , 
2nrankC if wa = 0, 
= rankC(2n+p-rankC) if w,=l 
( 2n if w2 = 0, > 2n+p-1 if w,=l. (5.7) 
Hence (5.4) holds. If M = &I + GC,O,C,O) with rank C = 1, then it can be 
checked easily that both equalities in (5.3) and (5.4) hold. 
Notice that span @&O,c,O, ckl+k3. If B#Oor D+Othen Me&,+ 
da and hence M E span eM \ span @~,,O,c,Or Thus dim span eM > 
dimspan @@,O,C,O)~ and equality in (5.3) cannot hold. Furthermore, equality in 
(5.7) holds if and only if rank C = 1. If rank C = 1 and M = (A,O, C, 0) is such 
that A is not in the form of ~1 + CC, then one can find in W’ more than 2n 
linear independent elements of the form (XA - AX + UC, - CX) for suitable 
X, U, and wa(p - 1) additional linearly independent elements of the form 
(0, w,YC) for suitable Y. Hence 
dimyMadimW’>2n+w,(p-1). 
Combining, if both equalities in (5.3) and (5.4) hold, the M = (pZ + 
CC, 0, C, 0) with rank C = 1. Hence (b) is proved. 
cc): Suppose D Z 0. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.4, span O(A,ocO, o) c span OM. It 
follows from (2.4) that if 
W=span{(SAS’,GDR,TDR): 
SE [Fnxn, T E Fpx", R E Px'" are nonsingular, G E [Fnxp; 
T = Z if w2 = 0, R = Z if wq = 0} 
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and 
W’ = span{ (GDR , TDR) : T E FPxP, R E IF” x”L are nonsingular, 
G E [Fnxp; T = 1 if w2 = 0, R = I if w4 = 0}, 
then 
dim span eM > dim span @C;A,O,O, Dj = dim W > dim W’ 
L nrank D+l if (wz,w,) = (O,O), 
- dim span @CO,O,O, Dj = I 
m(n+rankD) if (wz,wq)=(O,l), 
(n+p)rankD if (wz,wq)=(l,O), 
(n + P)m if (wz,w4) =(l,l). 
Hence (5.5) holds. Let 
V={(XB+w,BZ+UD,w,YD+w,DZ): 
x E pxn, y E FPX”, z E PX”“, u E PXP}, 
Then, by Lemma 2.4, 
dim FM > dim V > dim V’ 
n rank D if (wz,w4) = (O,O), 
(n+m)rankD if (w2,wq) = (O,l), 
(n+p)rankD if (we,w,) = (l,O), 
rankD(n+p+m-rankD) if (w,,w,) =(l,l) 
2 I 
n if (w2,w4) = (O,(J), 
n+m if (w2,w4) = (O,l), 
n+p if (w2,w4) = (l,O), 
(5.8) 
I n+p+m-1 if (wz,wq)=(l,l). 
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Hence (5.6) holds. If M = (O,GD,O, D) with rank D = 1, then it can be 
checked easily that both equalities in (5.5) and (5.6) hold. 
Notice that span @$,a,,, ,,) C dz + k’. Suppose A # 0 or C # 0. Then 
M 6 d2 + 4, and hence M E span @‘\span @(a,,,,, or Thus dim span Q,, > 
dim span @&, 0, cl, D)’ and equality in (5.5) cannot hold. Furthermore, equality 
in (5.8) holds if and only if rank D = 1. If rank D = 1 and M = (0, B,O, D) is 
such that B is not in the form of GD, then one can find in V more than n 
linear independent elements of the form (XB + UD,O) for suitable X, U, and 
w2p + wqm - w2w4 additional linearly independent elements of the form 
(w,BZ, w,YD + w4 DZ) for suitable Y, Z. Hence 
dim y*, > dimV> n + wzp + w4m - w2wq, 
and equality in (5.6) cannot hold. Combining, if both equalities in (5.5) and 
(5.6) hold, then M = (0, GD, 0, 0) with rank D = 1. The proof is complete. H 
LEMMA 5.3. Let cj be a nonsingular linear operator on d that preserves 
- Then +(k2) = k2 and c#-‘(Q2) c Q2, where Qz = 10, B,O,O) E 
Jyrank B = 11. 
Proof. Let M E Q2 and 4-‘(M) = M’= (A’, B’,C’, D’). Suppose D’# 0. 
Then by Lemma 5.1(b), there exists nonzero (0, B”,O,O) E span eMf. By 
Lemma 3.4, span @&r,,a,a) c span @,,,r. Notice that span @&B,,,O,,rj C kz. Since 
D’ # 0, we have M’ @ L2 and hence M’ E span eMf\span ccc,, R,,,O,Or There- 
fore, 
dim span eM, > dim span @&,~,a,a) > n + w,n( m - 1) 
= dim span @I = dim span O$,(i,f,j 
by Lemma 5.2(a). This contradicts Lemma 3.1(b). Hence D’ = 0. 
Now suppose A’ # 0 or C’ # 0. As M’ = (A’, B’, C’, 01, if A’ f 0 then 
(A’, O,O, 0) is nonzero and is in span @, n Jr by Lemma 3.7. If C’ # 0, then 
by Lemma 5.1(a) there exist nonzero (A”,O,O, 01 in span eMf n Al. In either 
case, we can find nonzero M” E span @MS n Jk;. Then by Lemmas 3.1(b), 
3.2(b), and 3.9, 
This contradicts the assumption that M”# 0 and 4 is nonsingular. Thus 
M’= (0, B’,O,O). Here B’ cannot be zero, because 4 is nonsingular 
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and 4(M) = M + 0. By Lemmas 3.1 and 5.2(a) we must have rank B’= 1. 
Hence 4-‘(Qs) c Q2. As span Qz = Aa and 4 is nonsingular, we have 
4(d~) = -k;. n 
LEMMA 5.4. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on J that preserves 
mW. Then 4W2 + k’J= Jk; + Jb and 4-‘(Q2,JC Q2.4, where Q2,4 = 
{(o,GD,o,D)E~:GE[F~~“, rankD=l). 
Proof. Let M E Q2,4 and 4 - ‘(M) = M’ = (A’, B’, C’, D’). Notice that 
span eM c JZ~ + JZ~. If C’ # 0, then by Lemma 5.1(a) there exists nonzero 
M”E span@,, n Ji. Since 4(&i) = &, by Lemmas 3.2(b) and 3.9, by 
Lemma 3.1(b) we have 
This contradicts the assumption that M” + 0 and 4 is nonsingular. Hence 
M’ = (A’, B’,O, D’). Here D’ must be nonzero; otherwise M’ E kl + Jk2 and 
thus M = 4(M’) E kl + A2 by Lemmas 3.2(b), 3.9, and 5.3, which is a 
contradiction. Now we may apply Lemmas 3.1 and 5.2(c) to conclude that 
M’ E Qa,d. Hence 4-i(Q2.J CQ,,,. As spanQ,,, = J& + J$ and 4 is 
nonsingular, we have 4(&a + Ad) = JZ + kd. n 
LEMMA 5.5. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on k that preserves 
zW. Then 4(Jk; + A31 = -k; + k3 and 4-1(Q,,3)~ Q1,3, where Qi,s = 
((GC,O, C,O) E &: G E [Fnxr’, rank C = 1). 
Proof. Let M = (CC, 0, C, 0) E Q1,3 and 4-‘(M) = M’ = (A’, B’, C’, 0’). 
Notice that span @M c Ji + &s. If B’ + 0 or D’ f 0, then by Lemma 5.1(a) 
there exists nonzero M” E span eM, n AZ. Then by Lemmas 3.1(b) and 5.3, 
we have 
This contradicts the assumption that M” # 0 and 4 is nonsingular. Hence 
M’ = (A’, 0, C’,O). Here C’ must be nonzero; otherwise M’ E JZ~ and thus 
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M = 4(M’) E &i by Lemmas 3.2(b) and 3.9, which is a contradiction. Now 
we may apply Lemmas 3.1 and 5.2(b) to conclude that 
M'=(pZ+G'C',O,C',O) (5.9) 
with rank C’ = 1. If n = 1, then we can always assume p = 0 by choosing 
appropriate G’ in (5.9). Suppose n 2 2 and p # 0. As $(kl) = -k; by 
Lemma 3.2(b), we have &PI, 0, 0,O) = (AZ, 0, 0, 0) for some nonzero A E F. 
By writing M, =(G'C',O,C',O), we have 
+(M,)=$(M')-~(PZ,O,O,O) 
=M-(hZ,O,O,O)=(GC 
and hence 
hf%J,>W4, 
- AZ,O,C,O)=M, 
(5.10) 
by Lemma 3.1(a). Notice that (O,O, EC’, 0) E @Ml for ail nonzero E E [F and 
hence 0 E cl eM,. However, since rank C = 1 and n 2 2, the matrix A in any 
quadruple (A, 0, c’, 0) E eM2 must be in the form of GCS-’ - AZ for some G 
and hence has a fixed nonzero eigenvalue - A. Hence 0 P cl @M,. This 
contradicts (5.10) and the fact that 4 is linear and continuous. As a result, we 
have M'E Q1,3. Thus +-‘(Qi,s) c Qi,s. Since span Qi,s = Ai + 4s and 4 
is nonsingular, we have 4(&i + &‘s) = Jk; + &s. n 
LEMMA 5.6. Let H E IF""" and (O,O,C, CH),(O,B,C,CH) E d. Zf 
(O,O,C,CH)-,(O,B,C,CH), then B=O. 
Proof. As wi = 1 and ws = 0, if (O,O, C, CH) wW (0, B, C, CH) then there 
exist G E lFnxp and nonsingular S, T, R (T = Z if wa = 0, R = Z if w4 = 0) 
such that 
Since GCS-’ = 0, we have B = GCHR = (GCS-')SHR = 0. n 
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LEMMA 5.7. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on J that preserves 
-w Then there exist nonzero p E F and nonsingular S E F” Xn such that 
4(A,O,O,O) = @@AS-‘,O,O,O) for all A E [Fnxn. 
Proof. If n = 1, then the result follows from Lemma 3.2(b). Suppose 
n > 2. Then by Lemmas 3.2(b), 3.9, and 3.10, there exist nonzero LY, p E F 
and nonsingular S E Px” such that 
4(Z,O,O,O) = a(Z,O,O,O) 
and either 
6) 4(A, O,O, 0) = p(SAS ~ ‘, 0, 0, 0) for all A E ker(tr), or 
(ii) 4(A, 0, 0,O) = P(SAtS- ‘, O,O, 0) for all A E ker(tr). 
We prove the lemma by showing in the following that cy = 0 and (ii) cannot 
hold. 
Since nE,, - I E ker(tr) is symmetric (here E,, E Fnx”), we have 
4-‘(nE,,,O,O,O) = 4-‘(nE,, - Z,O,O,O) + 4-‘( Z,O,O,O) 
= P-‘(S-‘(nE,, - Z)S,O,O,O)+cu-‘(Z,O,O,O) 
= (np-‘S-‘Ells +(a-’ - p-‘)Z,O,O,O). 
Now consider (O,O, El,, 0) E J (here El1 E Fpx”). By Lemma 5.5, 
4-‘(O,O, E,,,O) = (GC,O, C,O) for some G and C with rank C = 1. Similarly, 
4-‘(nE,,,O, E,,,O) = (np-‘S-‘Ells +(a-’ - p-‘)Z + GC,O,C,O) 
must be in the form (G’, C, 0, C, 0) for some G’ E FnxP. Therefore 
np-‘S-‘E,,S +(a-’ - p-‘)Z = (G’- G)C must have rank less than or equal 
to 1. NOW np-‘S-‘Ells +(a-’ - p-‘>I has eigenvalues (n - l)p-’ + 
ff -1 ,ff-l -p-‘,...,a-l-p-1, so if n > 3 then we must have cr = p. Sup- 
pose n = 2 and (Y z p. Then we must have (Y = - p. Under this situation, 
either 
4(A,O,O,O) = p(SAS-’ -(trA)Z,O,O,O) forall AEF‘ 2x2 (5.11) 
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4(A,O,O,O) = P(SAfS-’ -(trA)Z,O,O,O) for all A E Fzx”. (5.12) 
Observe that X1 - (tr X)Z = - JXJ-’ for all X E Fzx”, where 
Therefore (5.11) and (5.12) correspond to the cases 
4(A,O,O,O) = - /3(SA’S-‘,O,O,O) for all A E Fsx” 
and 
4(A,O,O,O) = - p($As-',O,O,O) forall A~ff’~‘, 
respectively, where S = Sj. Hence we may well assume cy = p in the very 
beginning. 
Now suppose (ii) holds. Choose any fixed nonzero b E IF”, c E Fp. Then 
by Lemma 5.5, @‘(O,O, cb’,O) = (GC,O, C,O> for some fixed G, C with 
rank C = 1. As (Y = /3 and (ii) holds, by Lemma 5.5 again, for all a E F”, 
$-‘(ubt,O,cbt,O) = (p-‘S-‘bdS + GC,O,C,O) 
must be in the form (G’C,O,C,O> for some G’. Hence p-‘S’batS must be 
in the form G’C for arbitrary a. Since S, C are fixed and b # 0, this cannot be 
true if rr > 2. Hence (ii) cannot hold. n 
With Lemma 5.7 and arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 
3.10, we conclude that, in proving the necessity part of Theorem C, we may 
assume without loss of generality that 4 satisfies 
4(A,O,O,O) = (A,O,O,O) for all A E Fnx” 
if 4 is nonsingular and preserves wIU on &. 
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Proof of the necessity part of Theorem C. As points out in the beginning 
of the section, we may assume without loss of generality that W, = 1 and 
wa = 0. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on JZ? that preserves wW. By 
the remark after Lemma 5.7, we may assume that 4(A, O,O, 0) = (A,O,O,O) 
for all A E lFnx”. As 4P i(Qz> c Q2 by Lemma 5.3, one can show that there 
exists nonsingular R E F”‘x”’ such that 
4: fl=[P, B:l for all B E F”x”’ (5.13) 
by using arguments similar to those in the proof of Lemma 4.5. 
By Lemma 5.5, the compression of qfP ’ on /a preserves rank-l 
matrices. Hence, by Lemmas 5.5, 3.11, and 3.12, there exist F E [Fnxp and 
nonsingular U E F”x”, V E FnXn such that either 
6) 4- 1 [,: 0 0 1 -  [ucv KY 0 (01for all c E [FPX”, or 
(ii) p=n>2and 4P 
If (ii) holds, then choose C E IF”~” with rank C = 1 such that the null space 
of C and that of C’V are different; then one can choose H E PxP such that 
HC + FC’V is not of the form KC’V for any K. Then 
4-f: +f-l[“,c ;]+4-1[; ;] 
This contradicts Lemma 5.5. If (i) holds and V in (i) is not a scalar matrix, 
choose HE [F”‘P, C E ffpXn with rank C = 1 such that HC + FCV is not of 
the form KCV for any K. Then the above argument applies and we get a 
contradiction. Hence we conclude that (i> must hold and we may assume 
V = I in (i). By writing T = U-’ and G = - FU-‘, we have 
4: :l=K: :I for all C E lFpXn 
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Also, by Lemmas 5.4, 3.11, and 3.12, there exist F E [FRXP and nonsingu- 
lar U E FJ’Q, V E Fmx” such that either 
(iii) $-I[ ,” i] = [: z;] for all DE [Fpxm, or 
(iv) p=m>2and 4- ‘[i :I=[: g:z] forall DE[F~~“‘. 
Now by (5.131, 
4-‘[: :I=[: ‘:I’] forall BEFnXm. 
Hence, in view of Lemma 5.4, one can use similar arguments to the above to 
show that (iv) cannot hold, and V in (iii) must be a scalar multiple of R- ‘. 
Accordingly, there exist d E [FnXp and nonsingular i; E FPx” such that 
Hence 
If we can show that d = G and T- = T. then 
and hence 4 satisfies (1.3) of Theorem C. The proof is then complete. 
Choose any fixed C E [FpXn and H E [Fnx”. Observe that, for any K E lFnxp 
and nonsingular S E PX”, the elements 
s K 
[ I[ - GT-‘C -@-‘CHfl-’ S-1 0 0 1 T-'C f-'CHR-' I[ 0 1 1 
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are in the same orbit. As 4 preserves wIC, their images under 4, which are 
[(I-S)G+K]T-'CS-' [(I-S)d+~]i;-‘CH 
1 
(514) 
> . 
cs-’ CH 
are in the same orbit. By putting K = 0 and S = 1 in (5.14), one obtains the 
element (O,O, CS-‘, CH). On the other hand, the element M in (5.14) is -w 
to 
1 ((S-Z)G-K)T-’ 
0 1 l”[i :]=[Ci-1 CfH]' 
where 
Since (O,O, CS-‘, CH) -,(O, B, CS-',CH), by Lemma 5.6 we have B = 0, i.e., 
[(I-s)(&-‘-GT-‘)+K(F-‘-T-‘)]CH=o, (5.15) 
As (5.15) is true for any C, H, K, and nonsingular S, by putting S = I in it 
one obtains 
K(i;-'-T-')CH=O for all C, H,K. 
Hence T- = T. Then (5.15) reduces to 
(I-s)(G-G)T-WH=O for all C, H, and nonsingular S 
Therefore G = G. This completes the proof. n 
6. PROOF OF THEOREM D 
The sufficiency part of the theorem can be readily verified. We prove the 
necessity part in the following. Throughout this section we shall assume 
w,=w,=l. 
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LEMMA 6.1. Suppose M = (A, B, C, D> E d. 
(a) Let B # 0. Then 
dim span tPM 2 
n2 + n if w,=O, 
n’+mn if w,=l, 
i 
2n 
dim FM > 
if wu;,=O, 
2n+m-1 $ w4=l. 
(6.1) 
(6.2) 
Both equalities in (6.1) and (6.2) hold simultaneously if and only $ M = 
&Z + BF, B,O,O) with p E 5, F E Px”, and rank B = 1. 
(b) Let C f 0. Then 
n2 + n 
dim span eM > 
if w,=O, 
n2 + pn if w,=l, 
2n 
dim FM > 
aj- wg = 0, 
2n+p-1 21 w,=l. 
(6.3) 
(6.4) 
Both equalities in (6.3) and (6.4) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
(pZ+GC,O,C,O) with FEE, GE[F”~~‘, and rankC=l. 
(c) Let D # 0. Then 
((n +112 if (w2,wJ = (O,O), 
dim span B , (n+l)(n+m) $ (w,,w,)=(O,l), (65) 
I M’ (n+l)(n+p) aJ (w2,w4)=(1,0), ’ 
t(n+m)(n+p) if (w2,w4)=(L1), 
1 2n $ (wz,w4) = (O*O), 
dim &, 2 I 2n+m 2n+p g (WZ>W‘J =(O,l), g (WZ>WJ = (l,O), (6.6) 
I 2n+m+p-1 if (w,,w,)=(l,l). 
Both equalities in (6.5) and (6.6) hold simultaneously if and only if M = 
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(,uLI + GDF,GD, DF, D) with p E IF, F E [F”‘x”, GE IFnX”, and rank D = 1. 
ProoJ. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar to that of Lemma 5.2(b). 
(c): Let D # 0. By Lemmas 3.7 and 3.4, span @C;A,O,O, Dj C span OM and 
hence 
= dim span 
([ 
SAS - ’ + GDF GDR 
TDF TDR : 1 
SE E”x”, R E [F?llx1II, T E iFPx” are nonsingular, 
T = 1 if w2 = 0, R = 1 if wq = 0 
) 
> dim span 
GDF GDR 
TDF TDR : 1 
R E [F”‘x”L, T E [Fpx” are nonsingular, 
FE 5’nxn, G E [Fnxp; T = I if wp = 0, 
R=Iifw,=O 
> 
= dim span @~o,o,o, D) 
n2 +2nrank D+l if (w2,w,) = (O,O), 
(n+m)(n+rankD) if (w2,wq)=(0,1), 
= 
(n+p)(n+rankD) if (w,,w,) = (l,O), 
(n+m)(n+p) if (w2,wq) = (1,l). 
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Hence (6.5) holds. Consider the subspaces 
0 
w, = 
XB + w4 BZ + UD 
w,YC - CX + DV wu;,YD i- w,DZ I ’ 
x E PX”, Y E PXP, z E P-) u E [FnXp, v E F’nx” , I 
0 
w, = 
w,BZ + UD 
w,YC + DV w,YD + w,DZ ’ 1 
0 UD 
w, = 
DV w,YD+w,DZ ’ 1 
Simple considerations yield W, c W, and dim W, < dim W,. Therefore 
dim FM > dim W, 2 dim W, > dim W, 
= I 
2n rank D if (w,,w,) = (O,O), 
(2n+m)rank D if (wz,w4) =(O,l), 
(2n + p) rank D if (w,,w,) = (l,O), 
rankD(2n+p+m-rankD) if (w,,w,) = (1,1) 
2n if (wz,w4) = (O,O), 
2n+m 
> I if (w,,w,) = (O,l), 2n+p if (w,,w,) = (l,O), 2n+p+m-1 if (w2,w4)=(l,1). (6.7) 
Hence (6.6) holds. If A4 = (PI+ GDF, CD, DF, D> with rank D = 1, then it 
can be checked easily that both equalities in (6.5) and (6.6) hold. 
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Now consider the subspace 
w, = 
0 XB+UD 
-CX+DV w,YD+w,DZ ’ I 
It is not difficult to see that W, c W, and dim W, > dim W,. If B is not of the 
form GD or C is not of the form DF, then one can find 
[ 
0 
-CX “0” E w,\w, 1 
for some suitable X E Px”. Hence 
dim FM > dim W, >, dim W, > dim W, , 
and thus equality in (6.6) cannot hold. Furthermore, equality holds in (6.7) 
only if rank D = 1. Finally, suppose D # 0 and M = (A’+ GDF, GD, DF, D> 
with A’ E iFI. Then 
and hence 
= dim 
X/i’- A'X UD 
DV w,YD + w4 DZ ’ 1 
=dim{XA’-A’X:X~ff”X”}+dim~O,,,, . > I 
> dim r~o,o,o, Dj. 
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Hence equality in (6.6) cannot hold. As a result, if both equalities in (6.5) and 
(6.6) hold, then it4 = (pcLI+ GDF,GD, DF, D) with rank D = 1. The proof is 
now complete. n 
LEMMA 6.2. Suppose 4 is a nonsingular linear operator on k that 
preserves -w Let 
0, = { (GDF,GD, DF, D> E A: F E Pxn, G E PXp, rank D = l}. 
Then $-‘(&) c 0, + dI, and either 
(a) 4(Jl + ki) = Jk; + Jk; and +-‘(oi) c 0: for i = 2,3, or 
(b) p = m, (m - l)(w, - w,) = 0, 4(d, + A’:) = d, + ej, and 
4-‘(oi> coj for (i,j) = (2,3) and (3,2). 
Proof. For i = 2,3, choose any Mi E oi. Notice that if i = 2 or 3 and 
4 - ‘(Mi) = M’ = (A’, B’, C’, D’), then B’ # 0 or C’ # 0; otherwise, either D’ # 
0 and hence dim span @M, > dim span oh, = dim span @&Mfj by Lemma 6.1, 
which contradicts Lemma 3.1(b), or M’ E A?~ and hence Mi = +(M’) E 
4(kl) = J, by Lemmas 3.2(b) and 3.9, which is a contradiction also. With 
Lemma 6.1(a),(b) and using an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2, one can show that either 
(i) 4(&i + Ji>= &r + kj and 6,-‘(Qj)c Qi + &” for i = 2,3, or 
(ii) p = m, (m - l)(w, - w,) = 0, c#I(A~ + ki,> = d1 + kj, and 
4-‘(oi> c oj + &I for (i,j) = (2,3) and (3,2). 
Suppose (i) holds, M E &, and +-‘(M)=(pZ+ GC,O,C,O) with 
rank C = 1. Then by the same argument in the proof of Lemma 5.5, we have 
p = 0. Hence 4-i(&) c Q3. Similarly, +-‘(o,) c 0,. Therefore statement 
(a) of the lemma holds. If (ii) holds, then one can prove similarly that 
statement (b) of the lemma holds. From (a) and (b), we have 
Now take any M E 6,, and let 4-‘(M) = M’ = (A’, B’, C’, D’). Here D’ 
cannot be zero; otherwise M’ E Al + _A?~ + &” and hence M = 4(M’) E 
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&r + Jz + As, which is a contradiction. Then by Lemmas 3.1 and 6.1, we 
must have M’ E 0, + JZ?,. n 
LEMMA 6.3. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear operator on & that preserves 
wW. Then there exist nonzero p E F and nonsingular S E F”x” such that 
either 
(a) 4(A,O,O,O) = P(SAS-‘,O,O,O) for all A E F”x”, or 
(b) n >, 2 and +(A,O,O,O) = P(SA’S-‘,O,O,O) for all A E IF”‘“. 
Proof. The proof is exactly the same as the first part of that of Lem- 
ma 5.7. n 
Together with the remark after the proof of Lemma 3.10, Lemma 6.3 
allows us to assume without loss of generality when proving the necessity 
part of Theorem D that 4 satisfies either 
4(A,O,O>O) = (A,O,O,O) for all A E [Fnx” 
or 
n 3 2 and 4(A,O,O,O) = (A[,O,O,O) for all A E lFnx”. 
LEMMA 6.4. Let (0, 0, 0, O), (A, 0, 0, D) E k. If (0, 0, 0, D) Nw 
(A, O,O, D), then A = 0. 
Proof. If(O,O,O, D)-,(A,O,O, D), then there exist F E [F”lx”, G E jFnXp, 
and nonsingular S E F”x”, R E F”lx”‘, T E [FPx”, with the additional condi- 
tion that T = 1 if w2 = 0 and R = 1 if w4 = 0, such that 
Since GDR = 0, we have A = GDF = (GDR)R-‘F = 0. W 
Proof of the necessity part of Theorem D. Let 4 be a nonsingular linear 
operator on & that preserves -w. By Lemma 6.2, 4 satisfies either 
statement (a) or (b) of Lemma 6.2. We show in the following that if 4 
satisfies (a) of Lemma 6.2 then 4 satisfies statement (a) of Theorem D. 
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Suppose 4 satisfies (a) of Lemma 6.2. Since $-‘(&)C~,, by Lemma 
3.11 and a slightly modified version of Lemma 3.12, there exist H E [Fmxn 
and nonsingular U E lFnx”, V E IF’” Xm such that either 
6) &- ‘[: 
(ii) m=n>2and +- 
By the remark after Lemma 6.3, we may assume without loss of generality 
that 4 satisfies either 
(iii) ~-‘(A,O,O,O)=(A,O,O,O) for all A E [Fnx”, or 
(iv) n > 2 and 4-‘(A,O,O,O) = (At,O,O,O) for all A E IF”“‘. 
Consider any BE FnXm, FE Px” with rank B = 1. Then M = 
(BF,B,O,O)E@,. If(ii) holds, then c#-‘(M)=(A,UB’V,O,O), where 
BF+UBtH 
A= 
if (iii) holds, 
FtBt + UBtH if (iv) holds. 
In either case, we can find B, F such that A is not in the form of (UBtV) F’. 
Hence @l(M) @ @,. Th is contradicts our assumption that (a) of Lemma 6.2 
holds. Therefore (ii) cannot hold, and hence (i) must hold. Accordingly, 
@l(M) = (A, UBV,O,O), where 
BF + UBH 
A= 
if (iii) holds, 
F’Bt + UBH if (iv) holds. 
(6.8) 
Since @l(M) E 02, for all B and F, A must be in the form of UBVF’ for 
some F’. In view of (6.8) one observes that (iv) cannot hold, and U must be 
a scalar matrix. Hence (iii) holds and we may assume U = I in (i). Similarly, 
one can show that there exist K E FnxP and nonsingular U E FPxP such that 
4: il=[E :I for all C E Fpxn. 
Also, +-‘(&) c 0, + &Z1 by L emma 6.2. By Lemmas 3.11 and 3.12, 
there exist FE lFmx”, GE FnXp, nonsingular R E FmX”‘, T E FPxP, and a 
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linear operator g : P’ X’n + IF” Xn such that either 
for all DE [FP~~. 
Take any DE[F~~"', NE~F"~P with rank D = 1. Then M = (0, ND,O, 
0,. Notice that q!-'(M)= (A',B',C',D'), where 
D)E 
(NDv+GDR,TDR) if (v) holds, 
(NDV+GD~R,TD~R) if (vi) holds. 
(6.9) 
By Lemma 6.2, we have 4-‘(M) E 0, + -k; and hence B' = G'D' for some 
G’. Then, in view of (6.9), one observes that (vi) cannot hold, and R must be 
a scalar multiple of V. Similarly, one can prove that T is a scalar multiple of 
U. Combining the above and appropriately scaling F and G in (v), we have 
A+BH+m+g(D) (B+GD)v 
U(C+DF) aUDV 1 
for all 
where (Y E F is nonzero. Let (I, be the nonsingular linear operator on J 
defined by 
Then (I, preserves -W and hence so does $0 4. Direct computation gives 
A+BP+QC+h(D) B 
C 1 a-'D ' 
where P =V-‘(F- H),Q=(G- K)U-', and h:IFpX'"+[F'nxn is linear and 
is defined by 
-GU-'DV-'F-g(U-'DV-')I. 
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Now choose any fixed D E Fpxm. For any X E [F”lx”, Y E IF”“‘, and nonsin- 
gular S E Px” the elements 
s Y 
[ I[ -ah(D) 0 ‘- l 0 0 I 0 aD I[ x 1 1 
are in a same orbit; thus their images under I,!J 0 4, which are 
c+(D)-Sh(D)S-‘+YDX+YDP+QDX] aYD 1 (6.10) aDX D ’ 
are in a same orbit. By putting S = 1, X = 0, Y = 0 in (6.10), one obtains the 
element (O,O,O, D). On the other hand, the element M in (6.10) is -W to 
[:, -P’lM[-‘,x ;I=[;: 3 
where 
A=&(D)-Sh(D)S-‘+(l-a)YDX+YDP+QDX]. 
AS (O,O,O, D) -,(A,O,O, D), by Lemma 6.4 we have A = 0, i.e., 
~(D)-s~(D)s-~+(~-~)YDx+YDP+QDx=~ (6.11) 
for all D, X,Y and nonsingular S. By putting X = 0 and Y = 0 in (6.11), we 
have 
S-‘h(D)S=h(D) for all D and nonsingular S. 
Therefore h(D) E FZ for all D. Hence we may write h(D) = f(D)Z, where 
f :[FPXrn + IF is a linear functional. Now that h(D) = f< D)Z, by putting X = 0 
in (6.11) one obtains 
YDP=O for all D,Y. 
Hence P = 0. Similarly, Q = 0. Then (6.11) reduces to 
(1-a)YDX=O for all D,X,Y. 
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This gives (Y = 1. Finally, if (We + 2~‘~) # (O,O), then for all fixed D E [FP”“, 
by choosing R = pI or T = pl, one sees that the elements 
-f(D)1 
0 
are in the same orbit for all nonzero ,u E IF. Hence their image under I,!/ 0 4, 
which are 
M(P) = (II -l>f(D>I 0 
0 1 PD ’ 
are in the same orbit. Notice that M(2) =(f(D)I,O,O,2D)-, 
(f(D)1,0,0, D). Th ere ore f ( f( D)I,O,O, D) wU: M(1) = (O,O, 0, D), and 
hence f( D)I = 0 by L emma 6.4. As this is true for all D, we have f = 0. 
Combining, we have 
where f satisfies the condition in the statement of Theorem D. Then it is 
easy to check that 4 satisfies (a) of Theorem D. 
Finally, if 4 satisfies (b) of Lemma 6.2, then one may prove that (b) of 
Theorem D holds by using an argument similar to that in the proof of 
Lemma 4.5(b). W 
7. RELATED RESULTS 
Results analogous to Theorems A to D hold also in the framework of 
triplets (A, B, C) or pairs (A, B) or (A,C) of matrices, rather than 4-tuples 
(A, B, C, D). In this section we state some results of this kind. The proofs will 
be omitted, as they are similar to those of Theorems A to D. 
A system is called strictly proper if D = 0 in its state-space representa- 
tion (A, B, C, D). Clearly, JZ~ + &a + Js represents the set of all strictly 
proper linear time-invariant systems with fixed dimensions n, m, p. One may 
consider the equivalence relations _a, and their linear preservers on Jr + 
JZ” + .&a. Analogous to Theorems A to D, we have the following. 
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THEOREM E. Let w1 + wg = 0, and let #I be a linear operator on 
-k; + A2 + ~2’~. Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves wIL’ if and only if 
4(dI> = ~2’~ and there exist nonzero R E [F and nonsingular S E [Fnx”, R E 
Pxm, T E PxP such that 4 satisfies one of the following: 
(a) 
forall (A,B,C,O)E~',,+&+&~, 
(b) p = m, (m - lxw, - w,) = 0, and 
for all (A, B,C,O) E L0 + k2 + k3. 
THEOREM F. Let w, + w3 = 1, and let 4 be a linear operator on 
LI + k2 + k3. Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves -W if and only if there 
exist F l [Fmxn, GE[F”~“, nonzero RE[F, and nonsingular SE[F”~“, RE 
ffmx”, T E PxP such that 4 satisfies 
for all (A, B,C,O) E &I + k2 + k3. 
THEOREM G. Let w1 + wg = 2, and let 4 be a linear operator on 
-k; + -k; + ~2s. Then 4 is nonsingular and preserzjes -U: if and only if there 
exist F E [FmXn, G E IFnXp, nonzero /3 E [F, and nonsingular S E Px”, R E 
Px”, T E [FPxP such that 4 satisfies one of the following: 
(a) 
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(b) p = m, (m - lxw, - w,) = 0, and 
for all (A, B,C,O) E &i + A2 + &s. 
If the output y is dropped from the system (l.l), then the ordered pair 
(A,B)E[F”~“XF nX’n is the state-space representation of the system, which 
is described in terms of the state variable x and input variable u only. 
Obviously, one can identify (A, B) with (A, B, O,O> E &i + J2. Here we 
choose the notation [F” Xn X F”‘“’ instead of -k; + J2. 
Let u = (w,, w4) be such that wi = 0 or 1 (there are exactly four possible 
o’s). Given such a fixed o, we define the equivalence relation -C on 
F nxn x[F”xn” by (A’,B’)-,(A,B) if 
[A’ B’]=S[A l+F’ ;] 
for some F E [Frnx” and nonsingular S E F”““, R E F”‘X’“, with the additional 
condition that F = 0 if ws = 0, R = 1 if w4 = 0. We shall identify the 
ordered pair (A, B) with the block matrix [A B]. A linear operator on 
Fnx” X lFnx”’ is said to preserve -C if 4(A, B) -C $(A’, B’) whenever (A, B) 
-,(A’, B’). Th e o owing give the characterizations of nonsingular linear f 11 
preservers of mC on lFnx” XIF”X’n. 
THEOREM H. Let v = (w,, wJ, and let 4 be a linear operator on 
F nxn x [F”X’“. Then 4 is nonsingular and preserves wC if and only if there 
exist FE Pxn, nonzero p E iF, and nonsingular SE [Fnx”, R E Px” such 
that C#J satisfies 
4[A B]=PS[A B] ;-; ; 
[ 1 3 
for all (A, B) E [Fnx” X [Fnxm. 
A dual result holds for pairs of matrices (A, C) E PXn X [Fpxn. We leave 
the statement of the result to the interested reader. The proof can be 
obtained by applying Theorem H to the transposed pairs (A’, C’l. 
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8. SOME DEDUCTIONS 
In this section we offer some discussion and further analysis of the results 
given in Theorems A to H in connection with the corresponding group 
actions. For completeness, we include in this discussion also the following 
result (proved for the complex case in [5]; see also [Y]). 
THEOREM I. kt mg be the similarity relation on Fnx”, i.e., A -S B if 
and only $ A and B are similar. A nonsingular linear operator C$ on IFnXn 
preserves %I. if and only if there exist a,p E F with p z 0, na + /3 z 0, and 
a nonsingular S E Fnx” such that either 
4(A)=a(trA)I+PSASS’ for all A E IFIIx” 
or 
4(A) = a(trA)I + PSAtS-’ for all A E [F”x”. 
All these results can be put in a general framework as follows. Let & be 
a subspace of IFux”, and consider an action 1R : 9 X k * ~5 of a group 9 on 
J. [For the result in Theorem I, one may let k = [Fnx”, 9 = GL,([F), and 
R(S,M) = sivs-’ 
for all (S, M) E 9 X JZ.] This action induces naturally an equivalence 
relation -n on &, which is given by A -o B if and only if there exists 
g E 9 such that R( g, A) = B. For every g E 9, let 4,: denote the function 
fi( g, e): & + ~5, which is clearly a nonsingular linear operator on JZ. Let 9 
be the set of all nonsingular linear operators 4 on J that preserve -Ir, and 
let 9-l =I$-‘: c$ E 9). Notice that 9, as well as 9-i, is a semigroup 
under composition. One easily observes that 
9c9f-l7-‘c9, (8.1) 
where 9 = (p4, : /3 E IF is nonzero, g E S]. Naturally, questions arise as to 
whether these containments are proper, and if they are, how one can 
describe the “slack’ between the two subsets in (8.1). In this respect observe 
that both 9 and 9 n 9-’ are groups under composition. Another impor- 
tant set of linear operators on JZ consists of those 4 that are nonsingular and 
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satisfy +(A) -o A for all A E &; denote this set by 9. Clearly, 9 is a group 
under composition, and 
czc_!2c9n9-1, (8.2) 
whereZ’={+fi:gE.@}.Ag. am, analogous questions arise as to the nature of 
the containments in (8.2). 
In this section we shall analyze these questions with respect to the 
equivalence relations studied in Theorems A to I. The following result is 
immediate. 
THEOREM 8.1. For every equivalence relation considered in Theorems A 
to I, we have 
If one studies the proofs of Theorems A to I carefully, one can use similar 
strategies to obtain the following theorem. 
THEOREM 8.2. For the equivalence relations considered in Theorems A 
to H, we have 
For the similarity relation described in Theorem I, the group 3 has index 2 
in 9 (unless n = 1, where 2 = 9). 
In connection with the second statement in Theorem 8.2, we note that 
the transposition A + At maps every similarity orbit onto itself (because 
every A E Fnx” is similar to A’). However, for n > 2; there is no nonsingular 
S E Fnx” such that 
A’=SAS-’ for all A E FnX”, 
and therefore the transposition transformation does not belong to 4. 
Next, we consider the equality 9 = 9 n 9-l for the equivalence 
relations considered in Theorems A to I. By direct checking, one easily sees 
that 9 z 9 n 9-l for the similarity relation described in Theorem I 
(except for the case of n = 1); whether 9 = 9 n 9-’ holds or not for the 
relation mLU or wC described in Theorems A to H depends on w or v as 
well as on n,m, p. In connection with this the following question arises 
naturally. Given the group 9 associated with every -o on JZ considered in 
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Theorems A to I, describe the cosets of the group 2 in the group 
9 = 9 n 9-l. For example, if the equality 9 = 9 n 9-l holds, then the 
set of cosets can be identified with the multiplicative group of all nonzero 
elements in IF. In general, it is easy to see that both 2 and 9 are Lie 
groups, and therefore by the general theory of Lie groups the set of cosets 
9,/Z can be given the natural analytic structure, making 9/Z an 
analytic manifold. It is an interesting problem to identify this set as a 
manifold. However, a complete solution to this problem is beyond the scope 
of this paper. 
9. OPEN PROBLEMS 
We formulate here several open problems that stem naturally from the 
results of this paper. 
PROBLEM 9.1. Determine the structure of the linear operators C$ on JZ 
that preserve one of the equivalences mW without the nonsingularity as- 
sumption. 
Notice that in all results of this paper the linear operator C$ was assumed 
nonsingular, and the nonsingularity was used essentially in the proof. On the 
other hand, the linear operators preserving similarity or other equivalence 
relations have been described in [5, 71 without the nonsingularity assump- 
tion. 
Let -lU be one of the equivalences defined in Section 1. There is an 
alternative way to say that a linear operator 4 on ~2 preserves mU; , namely, 
4 satisfies 
for all X E &. 
One may consider the following variation of the problem. 
PROBLEM 9.2. Given 8 c .&, characterize those linear operators 4 on 
J? for which 
~(,U,@x)c u @x. 
XEB 
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Of particular interest is the case when 8 consists of all matrix 4-tuples 
(A, B, C, D) such that (A, B) is controllable and (C, A) is observable. Recall 
that a pair of matrices (A, B) E [Fnx” X IF” Xm is called controllable if 
rank[B AB . . . A”-iB] = n, 
and a pair of matrices (C, A) E [FpXn X IF”‘” is called observable if 
This case was studied [for pairs of matrices (A, B) instead of 4-tuples 
(A, B, C, 011 in [13], under additional hypotheses concerning 4. 
In connection with this problem, the following proposition is instructive. 
Recall that the feedback eyuivalence on iFnXn XFnX’” is the relation mli 
defined in the paragraph preceding Theorem H with v = (1,l). 
PROPOSITION 9.1. Let C#I be a linear operator on F” Xn X [F” “” defined by 
+(A,B)=(A+[tr(AX+BY)]I,B), 
where X E ff n x n and Y E F m x n are fixed matrices. Then C$ preserves control- 
lability, i.e., that (A, B) is controllable implies that +(A, B) is controllable. 
On the other hand, fw n > 2, 4 preserves the feedback equivalence -B if 
andonlyifX=O andY=O. 
This proposition shows that there is a significant distinction between the 
linear operators preserving controllability and the linear operators preserving 
feedback equivalence. 
Proof of Proposition 9.1. As the controllability of (A, B) is preserved 
under the addition of a scalar matrix to A, the linear operator 4 defined in 
the proposition certainly preserves controllability. 
For the second part of the proposition, we assume that n > 2 and 4 
preserves -“. First we prove that Y = 0. Suppose this is not the case. Let 
B, = Eij E lFnx” be such that the (j, i) entry p of Y is nonzero, and let 
B, = abt, where a E IF” and b E F” are nonzero vectors satisfying btYa = 0 
(such vectors exist, as n > 1). As rank B, = rank B, = 1, we have (0, B,) mC 
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(0, B,). However, 4(0, B,) = (PI, B,) and c#J(O, B,) = (0, B,) cannot be related 
by -‘.. Otherwise, PI= SB,F for some S E IF nXn and F E [F”Lx”, which is 
impossible, as rank(SB, F) < 1 < n = rank(FI). Thus, Y = 0, and 
+(A,B)=(A+[tr(AX)]I,B). 
Next we turn to X. Suppose X z 0. Let h, b E iF” be such that A = 
htXb + 0. Suppose B E IF”““, whose first column is b and all others zero, 
and H E PX”, whose first row is h’ and all others zero. Then (0, B) -C 
(BH, B), but 4(0, B) = (0, B) and 4(BH, B) = (BH + AI, B) are not related by 
-O. Otherwise, (BH + AZ, B) = (SBF, SBR) for some F E lPx” and nonsin- 
gular S E[FnXn, R EffmX’n, i.e., AI=SBF-BH=SBF-SBRH=SB(F- 
RH ), which is impossible, as rank[ SB( F - RH )] < 1 < n = rank(h I >. W 
The results obtained in this paper are for fields 5 equal to either C or R, 
and the properties of the field (such as topological and analytical structures) 
are used essentially in the proofs. However, the statements of the results 
make sense for matrices over any field. So naturally we arrive at the 
following 
PROBLEM 9.3. Extend, if possible, the results of this paper to matrices 
over fields other than the real or complex numbers. 
As a first step towards the solution, perhaps one should look at the 
extension of the similarity-preserver results of [5] to other fields. 
Finally, we point out the possibility of extending the results in this paper 
to generalized linear systems, i.e., systems of the form 
Ei=Ax+Bu, y=cx+Du, 
which can be identified with the 5-tuples (E, A, B, C, D) of matrices of 
appropriate sizes. Here the matrix E can be singular, in which case the 
systems are called singular systems. The singular system is important in 
system theory and has been studied quite extensively (e.g., see the refer- 
ences in [3]). Many equivalence relations, in the same spirit as our -W 
described in Section 1, have been studied for singular systems (e.g., the 
restricted system equivalence; see [3]). Thus we propose 
PROBLEM 9.4. Extend, if possible, the results of this paper to linear 
preservers of various equivalence relations on generalized systems or singu- 
lar systems. 
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We believe that the methods used in this paper can be successfully 
applied to solve this problem. 
It is a pleasure to acknowledge several stimulating discussions with Dr. V. 
Mehrmann during the preparation of this paper. 
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